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Abstract
Media texts are often filled with strategies to persuade the readers and express ideas beyond the plain meaning of the
words. The present study investigated the rhetorical features of Persian news headlines through the analysis of
wordplay. A sample of 100 online news headlines of Euronews was selected. Wordplay was analysed because of its role
in persuasion. The method was descriptive and the data was analysed on the basis of textual rhetorical analysis. Leigh’s
(1994) framework including a taxonomy of different types of wordplay was adopted. Results revealed that the Persian
news headlines of Euronews contained one or more clearly defined wordplay types. Tropes, or more specifically
metonymies, were of the highest prevalence and wordplays such as oxymorons, parodies, anthimerias, polysyndetons,
anadiploses, antimetaboles, epistrophes, climaxes and polyptotons were not present. The category of schemes
encompassed the majority of unused wordplays. The discussion suggests that wordplay made the headlines more vivid
and conspicuous.
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1. Introduction
Advertising and commercial logic play a determining role in the highly competitive world of news media. To beat the
competition from other news producers and attract more readers, one particular piece of news may be put through
various revision processes before it reaches its final version (Bielsa & Bassnett, 2009).
Revision by news editors may fundamentally mean paying delicate attention to the choice of words to reflect the
media’s stand and at the same time to affect their specific target readers. Though this focus on words applies to the
whole piece of news, Russial (2004) and Rich (2010) mentioned that it seems to be more intense in news headlines; this
feature of news is claimed to be an influential factor in tempting readers to read the whole piece of news. Fiske (1994)
and Reinsch (1971) similarly suggested that the word choice of the writer can influence the readers’ appreciation of the
news. Because of the importance of headlines, Alexander (1997) observed that -headline writers tend to engage the
headlines in different wordplay.
Wordplay, the action of determining the choice of words or combining words to create a certain effect, is generally a
prominent means of persuasion that raises interest, builds attraction, and ultimately helps to sell products and ideas
(Bonyadi & Samuel, 2013; Henry & Tator, 2002; Ifantidou, 2009; Leigh, 1994; McQuarrie & Mick, 1993; Tuan, 2010).
This significance of wordplay in headlines and its influence on present day readers represents the stimulus for the study
that is embodied in the present paper. This study attempts to investigate wordplays in online Persian news headlines to
determine if ideologies of journalists are explicitly served by the wordplay. In addition to the rationale explained above,
the study also rests on the premise put forth by Van Dijk (2009) that a headline is the most prominent information of the
news which comes first and summarises the story in the body.
News can be divided into three parts: the headline, the lead, and the body. The headline, as a text that appears at the top
of a news article, usually provides the reader with an impression of what is to come and symbolises the most effective
part of the article. Headlines have a characteristic style, different from the styles that prevail in ordinary sentences.
Much information must be conveyed with few expressions; therefore, the way in which a message is exerted is a crucial
consideration in headline construction. A well-developed headline can turn a browser into a reader (van Dijk, 1988).
Criteria for briefness, vividness and attractiveness need to be applied at the lexical, syntactical as well as rhetorical
levels (Khodabandeh, 2007a; Reah, 2002). This point is well reflected in The Media-Law Relations Committee (2005)
reference to headlines as being a usual source of complaint from judges and lawyers primarily because headlines are
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written not by the reporters themselves but by copy editors or page editors who try to capture their perception of the
news within the limitation of column space for the story.
In line with the idea that good headlines demonstrate precise communication with a handful of words, Rich (2010)
described headlines as “microcontents”, the smallest component of the story with the biggest influence on the reader.
He judged a good headline as being a clear summary of the whole story; it normally contains strong verbs, prioritises
important words first, is void of articles and may employ question forms if the issue is interesting enough to lure the
readers. Rolnicki, Tate, and Taylor (2007) equated the newspaper readers with the tennis match watchers whose eyes
dart from side to side, from photo to photo, from headline to headline to find a key word or phrase that makes them
smile or touches them. They (2007) gave three reasons for headline importance: It condenses facts and ideas enabling
the reader to decide with a simple glance on whether the news would present worthwhile reading. It allows the mood
behind the story to come through, and also reveal the significance of the news in relation to the others.
Whatever the forms headlines take, language is the carrier of the message. As explained above, headline language is
very different from common language in that it is a style of swift persuasion and immediate impact achieved through
wordplay (i.e. using rhetorical figures). News Headlines have their own characteristics in employing rhetorical devices
in order to engage attention and arouse curiosity. (Bonyadi & Samuel, 2013; Ifantidou, 2009). While these have been
said to be the characteristics of English news headline, it is not certain whether the same applies to headlines in other
languages. The target language of interest in this study is Persian, a language from a distinctively different language
family. Here, a case study is conducted to determine the type and prevalence of wordplay in Persian news headlines. In
order to execute the study the following question stands out:


What types of wordplay are used in Persian news headlines of Euronews?

2. Literature Review
More than 2000 years ago, rhetoricians like Aristotle unravel the concept and layers of what is known as rhetoric, and
clarified its use as a means of persuasion. Today, when the subject of rhetoric is discussed, its legacy is often restricted
to rhetorical figures of speech (van Dijk, 1988).
With the use of a variety of rhetorical devices, copy editors can change the ultimate meaning of the statement or the
headline (Bizzell & Herzberg, 2000). The first stage of any communication, which is called the “inventio” stage from
the perspective of classical rhetoric, is the stage of selecting material to communicate. The producer of language always
attempts to leave the impression in the receiver that s/he is trustworthy (Helder, 2011). The word choice in headlines,
hence, is extremely important and headline writers clearly know this fact. Ptashchenko (2009), like many others,
suggested that figures of speech (wordplay) such as puns, metaphors, similes, hyperboles, metonymies, and
euphemisms help to persuade readers. While Ptashchenko (2009) named puns as a subclass of wordplay, other scholars
employed the two notions of ''wordplay'' and ''pun'' interchangeably. (Koponen, 2004). McQuarrie and Mick (1992), in
particular, generalised wordplay to resonance, metonymy, pun and metaphor, while Grinnell (1987) used the two terms
of “rhetorical figures of speech” and “wordplay” interchangeably. The present study views “wordplay” and “rhetorical
figures of speech” as being the same phenomena and thus uses them interchangeably.
There is a vast body of literature on studying the rhetoric of advertisement headlines in different languages (e.g. Cairns,
1998; Christopher, 2009; Jalilifar, 2010; Khodabandeh, 2007b; Kongpetch & Smith, 2008; Leigh, 1994; McQuarrie &
Mick, 1992, 1993, 1996, 1999; Mooij, 2004; Patpong, 2008; Sacristán, 2006; Sidiropoulou, 1998; Smith, 2006; Tom &
Eves, 1999; Tuan, 2010; van Mulken, 2003). Tuan (2010) claimed that a rhetorical figure has the function of altering
the way an advertisement is received and, as such, understanding the function and structure of rhetorical devices in
advertisements needs a text and reader- aware approach; unfortunately this is sometimes ignored in present consumer
research. The empirical study by Tom and Eves (1999) suggested that rhetorical figures of speech are efficient means of
persuasion in advertisement headlines and proved that headlines which employ the rhetorical figures stimulated better
recall and persuasion. News headlines, like advertisements, are fundamentally persuasive texts and accordingly
wordplay is expected to play a similar role in the former. The analysis of Persian news headlines (as explained in the
section below) will reveal this unique use of wordplay in Euronews headlines.
3. Method
The approach adopted for the study was qualitative. However, a simple frequency analysis was done in order to
quantify the qualitative analysis. Chiluwa (2007) mentioned the independency of headlines as discourse units that can
be analysed on their own. Accordingly, in order to determine the micro-rhetorical choices and play on words in
headlines, rhetorical analysis within the context of textual analysis was applied.
The number of figures of speech appears to be quite imposing. As McGuigan (2008) argued, there are literally hundreds
of figures of rhetoric that range from zeugma to anadiplosis. Some are barely used, while there are other figures of
speech such as metaphor and hyperbole that are frequently used in speech and newspapers. The ancient Greeks and
Romans introduced about two hundred and fifty different figures of speech; however, fewer than twenty percent of
them are identified today. Corbett (1990) mentioned that the long list of figures of speech is actually a different form of
about 40 general types. Accordingly, the broad category of figures of speech is generally divided to 40 or so key
branches.
Scholars of classical western rhetoric have classified the figures of speech into two main categories of schemes and
tropes. Some experts like Abrams and Harpham (2012), and Leech (1969) have divided the figurative language into two
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main classes of (1) figures of thought or tropes, and (2) figures of speech or rhetorical figures or schemes. As Abrams
and Harpham (2012), and Leech (1969) argued, the separating border is not clean and significant, and disagreements
exist between the experts in the field. Some theorists like Perrine (1963) employed the term figures of speech to refer to
both tropes and schemes. Similarly, in the present study, based on Leigh’s (1994) categorisation, wordplay (figures of
speech) includes both “schemes” and “tropes”.
3.1 Theoretical Framework based on Leigh (1994)
Leigh (1994) introduced 41 rhetorical figures that were divided into schemes and tropes. Schemes are figures of speech
that deal with syntax, word order, letters and sounds rather than the meaning of words which includes tropes. In fact,
schemes are deviation from the ordinary pattern or arrangement of words. On the other hand, tropes are figures which
change the typical meaning of a word or words. They manifest deviation from the ordinary and basic meaning.
The “tropes” are divided into puns and associations. Pun can be claimed to be the most outstanding figure for using the
play on words. It is usually a humorous use of a word or phrase that has more than one meaning. Pun is often used for
emphasising or suggesting the different applications and meanings of a word. It is also the use of words that are similar
or nearly similar in sound but different in meaning. In short, pun is a play sometimes on different senses of the same
word and sometimes on a similar sense or sound of different words. Often puns demand a large body of vocabulary to
be understood. Pun is called /jenâs/ in Persian. Associations, the second sub-category of tropes, are subdivided into six
larger categories and their related 16 smaller subcategories.
The second sub-category of wordplay is the “schemes” which consist of word order --coordinated, deliberate word
omissions and insertions, repetitions and rhyme. These four categories are also sub-divided into their related
subcategories. The overall number of the subcategories is 20. They are encapsulated in the lower section of figure 1,
below.
Figure 1 embodies Leigh’s (1994) categorisation of wordplay. This model was also applied in Monsefi and Tengku
Mahadi’s (2016) study.

Figure 1. Taxonomy of Figures of Speech (Wordplay) by Leigh (1994)
While Leigh (1994) applied his taxonomy to investigate the wordplay in the advertising headlines, the present study
applies it to the news headlines.
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3.2 Corpus
All the headlines subjected to analysis come from Euronews website. There are several reasons for this choice; First,
Euronews has the international domain and covers news from all over the world: Africa, America, Asia, Europe, and
Middle East. It is available in 155 countries across all platforms (websites, mobile apps, connected TVs, radio and
YouTube). Second, it is claimed in Euronews website that it is the European leader in terms of audience figures in spite
of the increasing competition. Third, it is the first multilingual news channel simultaneously available in 13 languages.
The news texts are parallel in context and make any comparable study possible. In this study, the first 100 Persian news
headlines of Farajian’s (2011) English-Persian news corpus which is based on Euronews are investigated. The
advantage of using this corpus is that the researcher’s bias in selecting the headlines does not come into pictures. The
selected news reports are originally in Persian but they are parallel in date and context with other 12 languages’ news
articles. The whole Persian news report was considered in the analysis in order to provide the context in which they
were emerged.
3.3 Procedure of the Study
Applying the descriptive method, the procedure for data analysis is listed below.
1. Breaking down each Persian headline into its lexical components and providing English literal equivalent for each
unit in order to make it possible for the non-Persian reader to decipher the units, then presenting a back translation of
each Persian headline.
2. Conducting a textual rhetorical analysis of the news headline, adopting Leigh’s (1994) framework, encapsulated in
figure 1, in order to detect wordplays and determine their types.
3. Applying the simple manual frequency analysis in order to provide a taxonomy of the frequency and percentage of
each wordplay in news headlines, i.e. quantifying the qualitative analysis. The percentage will be calculated in the
following way:
Number of Occurrence
Percentage

=

×

100

Total Number
4. Result and Discussion
Seventy-four percent of the selected “Persian” headlines of Euronews contained one or more clearly defined wordplay.
However, according to Monsefi and Tengku Mahadi’s (2016) study, the corresponding news headlines with wordplay in
“English” were ninety-seven percent. These results suggested that English language news headlines were more likely to
contain wordplay than news headlines that had been written in Persian. In Both English and Persian headlines
metonymy was of the highest frequency and oxymoron, parody, anthimeria, rhetorical questions, antithesis, climax,
parenthesis, polysyndeton, anadiplosis, antimetabole, assonance, epanalepsis, epistrophe, polyptoton, repetition and
end rhyme were not present.
In order to better encapsulate the distribution of wordplays in 100 Persian news headlines, the following table (Table 1)
and column chart (Figure 2) are presented. The percentage is found by taking the number of occurrences of an event
(one wordplay), dividing by the total instances of wordplays examined, and multiplying by one hundred percent:
Number of Occurrence
Percentage =

×

100

Total Number

Example:

Number of occurrence of Pun
2

Percentage of pun in 100 Persian News Headlines =

× 100 = 1.13%
177

Total number of wordplay occurrence
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Table 1. The sum of the frequencies of wordplays in 100 Persian news headlines
Wordplay Category
Frequency
Percentage
Pun
2
1.13 %
Allusion
8
4.52 %
Personification
29
16.38 %
Simile
1
0.56 %
Irony
1
0.56 %
Metaphor
10
5.65 %
Oxymoron
0
0%
Paradox
1
0.56 %
Parody
0
0%
Anthimeria
0
0%
Metonymy
74
41.81 %
Periphrasis
1
0.56%
Imagery
1
0.56 %
Onomatopoeia
0
0%
Euphemism
3
1.69 %
Hyperbole
12
6.78 %
Litotes
0
0%
Rhetorical Questions
0
0%
Anastrophe
1
0.56 %
Antithesis
0
0%
Apposition
4
2.26%
Climax
0
0%
Parallelism
1
0.56 %
Asyndeton
0
0%
Ellipsis
22
12.43 %
Parenthesis
0
0%
Polysyndeton
0
0%
Alliteration
4
2.26 %
Anadiplosis
0
0%
Anaphora
1
0.56 %
Antimetabole
0
0%
Assonance
0
0%
Epanalepsis
0
0%
Epistrophe
0
0%
Polyptoton
0
0%
Repetition
0
0%
End Rhyme
0
0%
Internal Rhyme
1
0.56 %
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Sum
177
100%

Figure 2. The Distributions of Wordplays in 100 Persian News Headlines

40
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According to Table 1 and Figure 2, the occurrence of Metonymy is noticeably greater than other wordplays in 100
Persian news headlines. In fact, the results suggested that forming the metonymic references in sending their message
across was the first priority of headline writers in their wordplay selection. Personification was ranked second in
number. In the majority of headlines, the presence of metonymy led to the occurrence of personification. For instance,
in the news headline China closes Tibet to foreign visitors, China is used metonymically to refer to government officials
of China. The use of metonymy evaded and blurred the role of responsible agents and united the nation with
government officials in their decision making which also led to the trope Personification; i.e. as an inanimate entity
China was incapable of “closing” any places.
Four samples of headlines are selected for discussion.
" اعتراض اسپانیایی ها به بودجه" بینوایی و گرسنگی
(اعتراض: protest; اسپانیایی ها: Spanish people; به: at; بودجه: budget; بینوایی: poverty; و: and; گرسنگی: hunger)
Back Translation: Protest of Spanish people at budget of “poverty and hunger”
در مادرید طرفداران جنبش برآشفتگان علیه.  مردم این کشور برای اعتراض به این بودجه به خیابانها آمدند، اسپانیا۲۰۱۳ پس از تصویب بودجه سال
 در رکود اقتصادی۲۰۰۸  که از سال،بودجه سال آینده اسپانیا.  تظاهرات کردند، که به بودجه ”بینوایی و گرسنگی “معروف شده۲۰۱۳ بودجه سال
. باالخره خشم مردم منفجر خواهد شد فقط زمان آن باید برسد: ”یک معترض اسپانیایی می گوید.  میلیارد یورو کمتر از امسال است۳۹ ،قرار دارد
 در، و به محض اینکه آلمان متوجه شود که در وضعیت بحران قرار دارد. همانطوری که در یونان منفجر شد در ایتالیا و پرتغال نیز در حال انفجار است
 چهارمین قدرت اقتصادی منطقه پولی، در حال حاضر بیست و پنج درصد از جمعیت فعال اسپانیا. “ تمام کشورهای اروپایی شاهد انفجار خواهیم بود
. هزار نفر نیز در معرض خطر فقر قرار دارند۷۰۰  میلیون و۱۲  بیکار هستند و حدود،یورو
As Spanish government officials tried desperately to meet the country’s budget targets, they had been forced to
introduce one austerity measure after another, cut jobs, salaries, pensions and benefits, even as the economy continued
to shrink. Spanish lawmakers claimed that the tough cuts were needed to fix the public finances. In response to the
painful cuts in budget, Spanish protesters rallied in anger through the streets of Madrid to show their budget discontent.
In order to highlight the tough austerity measures, with the use of hyperbole, the Persian headline exaggerated the cuts
in the budget in the phrase “( ”بودجه بی نوایی و گرسنگیbudget of poverty and hunger). In addition, the phrase “hunger
budget” created an irony. A “budget” is a description of a financial plan, i.e. it includes an estimate of costs, revenues,
and resources over a specified period. With this concept in mind, having budget for hunger is an ironic wordplay; the
budget should be determined to overcome hunger not to trigger it.
The wordplays can be summarised in the following table:
Table 2. The wordplay employed on the 1st Persian headline
Wordplay
Schemes

Tropes
Hyperbole (بودجه بینوایی و گرسنگیbudget for poverty and hunger)
Irony (بودجه بینوایی و گرسنگیbudget for poverty and hunger)

The following example is the second headline selected for discussion:
لیون فرانسه غرق در نور شد
(لیون: Lyon; فرانسه: France; : غرق شدdrowned; در: in; نور: light)
drowned in light

Back Translation: Lyon of France

هنرمندان در این جشن که تاریخچه آن به سالهای دور باز می. مطابق معمول هر سال جشن نور در شهر لیون فرانسه از روز هشتم دسامبر برگزار شد
سپتامبر این سال قرار بود مجسمه” مریم مقدس “بر روی.  باز می گردد1852 تاریخچه جشن نور لیون به سال.  شهر را غرق در نور می کنند،گردد
اما طغیان رودخانه سون مانع از. کلیسای سن ژان واقع در بلندترین نقطه لیون قرار گیرد و به این مناسبت ساکنان این شهر جشن بزرگی برپا کنند
از آن زمان تا کنون هر ساله این مراسم تحت عنوان. برگزاری مراسم می شود و نهایاتا جشن سه ماه بعد یعنی در هشتم ماه دسامبر برگزار می شود
چیزی که با یک باور مذهی: «خبرنگار یورونیوز از محل می گوید. جشن نور در لیون برگزار می شود و گردشگران زیادی را به خود جذب می کند
 این مراسم را برگزار می کند و، شهر نور،لیون.  جشنی که چهار روز به طول می انجامد، اکنون به یکی از بزرگترین جشن ها بدل شده،شروع شد
«.سه میلیون نفر به شهر لیون آمده اند تا از نزدیک شاهد این جشن باشند. تعداد زیادی از سراسر دنیا در آن شرکت می کنند
Dozens of spectacular light shows illuminate the skies over Lyon each year for the annual Festival of Lights. This
festival draws millions to Lyon who come to gaze at flashes of light and flares, as well as performers and creative
displays at this four-day event. The headline, using a hyperbole, depicted the message in an exaggerated way to cast
emphasis on city lights, i.e. through personifying Lyon, the city was resembled to a person who was drowned in a sea of
light  (لیون فرانسه غرق در نور شدLyon of France drowned in light). This image also created a metaphor in which Light
bore a resemblance to a sea that Lyon was getting drowned in it. The headline also contained one instance of Ellipsis
which can be recovered in the following way:
( شد لیون فرانسه غرق در نورcity of Lyon of France drowned in light)
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The wordplays utilised in the headline can be summarised in the following table:
Table 3. The wordplay employed on the 2nd Persian headline
Wordplay
Schemes
Ellipsis

Tropes
( شهر لیونcity of Lyon)

Personification ( لیون فرانسه غرق شدLyon of France drowned)
Metaphor ( لیون فرانسه غرق شدLyon drowned in light)
Hyperbole (غرقdrowned)

The third headline selected for review deals with the America’s position towards the crisis in Europe.
آمریکا بحران مالی منطقه یورو را چگونه می بیند؟
(آمریکا: America; بحران: crisis; مالی: financial; منطقه: zone; یورو: Euro; را: the;
چگونه: how; می بیند: sees)
Back Translation: How does America see eurozone financial crisis?
 هزینه،از این رو نرخ بهره. اتحادیه اروپا مهمترین شریک اقتصادی آمریکاست.اروپا و آمریکا در تبعات ناشی از بحران اقتصادی جهان با هم شریکند
در آستانه انتخابات رئیس جمهوری آمریکا با یکی.  میزان کسری بودجه و برنامه های سختگیرانه در اروپا بر اقتصاد آمریکا هم تاثیر دارد،استقراض
من فکر می کنم این یک اشتباه بزرگ است که برخی فکر می:” مایکل هالتزل می گوید. از کارشناسان حوزه روابط اروپا و واشنگتن گفتگو می کنیم
من هیچ کس رو نمی شناسم که اروپا با اقتصادی قوی برایش اهمیتی نداشته. کنند آمریکا به مشکل اقتصادی در اروپا بی تفاوت است و به آن می خندد
در دوسال گذشته دولت اوباما به دفعات از کشورهای اروپایی خواسته است. این در جهت منافع متقابل ما است که منطقه یورو باقی مانده و رشد کند. باشد
:”  صحبتی از مشکل بحران مالی در منطقه یورو نیست؟ مایکل هالتزل می گوید،اما چرا در آستانه انتخابات. که برای خروج از بحران مالی تالش کنند
 چرا باید،وقتی ما در موضوعی نفوذ زیادی نداریم. هر دو نامزد انتخابات رامنی و اوباما می دانند که آمریکا نفوذ خیلی خیلی کمی در منطقه یورو دارد
به نظر من اگر کسی بتواند به رهبران اروپایی بگوید که دقیقا چگونه می توان با محرک های اقتصادی به بودجه متعادلی. در موردش زیاد صحبت کنیم
". می تواند کاندیدای دریافت جایزه نوبل اقتصاد باشد،رسید
There is one instance of metonymy in which (آمریکا: America) refers to US administrators. Concurrently, the implication
of metonymy leads to the trope personification because the human trait of “seeing” is attributed to the inanimate entity,
i.e. (آمریکا می بیند: America sees). The occurrence of metonymy saves the space in the headline, evades the responsible
agents, and unites the government with the nation in its policy making.
The following table better projects the wordplays:
Table 4. The wordplay employed on the 3rd Persian headline
Wordplay
Schemes

Tropes
Metonymy  ( آمریکاAmerica)
Personification ( آمریکا می بیندAmerica sees)

The final example deals with the interception of Syrian passenger aircraft, suspected of carrying weapons, by Turkey’s
officials;
ترکیه هواپیمای مسافربری سوریه را مجبور به فرود کرد
(ترکیه: Turkey; هواپیمای: plane; مسافربری: passenger; سوریه: Syria; را: the; مجبور: forced; به: to; فرود کرد: land)
Back Translation: Turkey forced Syria passenger plane to land
هواپیمای مسافربری سوریه که از.  یک هواپیمای مسافربری سوریه را مجبور به فرود در فرودگاه آنکارا کردند، چهارشنبه شب، ترکیه4-F دو جنگندۀ
 وزیر امور خارجه ترکیه گفت،احمد داوداوغلو.مسکو برخاسته و به مقصد دمشق در پرواز بود به هنگام عبور ازحریم هوایی ترکیه مجبور به فرود شد
.ظن این می رود که هواپیما حامل" محمولۀ نظامی "است و ترکیه به بازرسی این هواپیمای مسافربری می پردازد
The country name Turkey topicalises the Persian headline and functions as an active actor. With the metonymic use of
the country’s name, the headline does not identify the individuals or groups responsible for landing the plane while
“Turkey” has a metonymic reference of “Turkey’s officials”. The metonymy also leads to the trope, personification. As
an inanimate entity, Turkey is incapable of “forcing a plane to land”.
There are also two more instances of metonymy in the above headline. In Syria passenger plane, Syria has a metonymic
reference of “Syria’s air fleet”, i.e. the headline writer uses the general term Syria to refer to Syria’s air fleet as a
specific property of Syria. Metonymy whole for part is used. Plane as an object is also used as a metonymy to refer to
the “user” of that object, i.e. pilot  Turkey forces Syria passenger plane to land  Turkey forces Syria passenger
pilot to land.
The summary of wordplay is presented in the following table:
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Table 5. The wordplay employed on the 4th Persian headline
Wordplay
Schemes

Tropes
Metonymy (3)  ( ترکیهTurkey) , ( سوریهSyria) , ( هواپیماplane)
Personification  ( ترکیه مجبو کردTurkey forced)

The finding of the present study is in line with Smith’s (2006) study of English-language printed advertisements who
concluded that the wordplays used in his selected advertising headlines were more of trope category than the schemes.
Meanwhile, in a contrastive study conducted by Bonyadi and Samuel (2013), the rhetorical devices in the 20 editorial
headlines of English newspaper, The New York Times and those of Persian newspaper, Tehran Times were studied. The
most frequent wordplay that emerged in their study in both English and Persian news headlines was also “metonymy”
which can lead to the conclusion that copy editors favored using this wordplay the most.
It can be suggested that certain wordplays are more suited to headline copy.
5. Conclusion
In this study, wordplay is selected for examination because it is the effective means of persuasion that can influence the
readers’ attitude, experience and world perception. Wordplay is investigated in news headlines due to the headlines’
prominent position in news articles and their determining function of persuasion. Headlines express the news with
intention and express the news for attention.
The findings suggested that wordplays were frequently employed in Euronews Persian headlines. However, some were
more prevalent than others in a particular frequency. It should be mentioned that the effects that wordplays had in
shaping or changing the potential readers’ thinking was not within the scope of the present study. This issue, as van
Dijk (1986, 1988) mentioned, demands the psychological and sociological studies of news and fall under the category
of sociocognitive approach to news analysis. On the other hand, the use of one news website can put limitations in
making inferences. The wordplays used in the present corpus may not necessarily exist in all news websites and with
different corpus different results can be obtainable. However, the present study can be a representative of wordplay
manifestation in one news website.
Thus, the present research can exemplify how rhetoric may be utilised in practical ways in real life areas. It shows the
ways copy editors persuade the readers through their language and express ideas beyond the plain meaning of the
words. Examining wordplay uncovers principles and rules that are used for delivering language in a way that is
impressive and persuasive. It is expected that this study be of worth for instructors who teach journalism or other related
fields to give clarification of rhetorical devices in news headlines. It can also be helpful for students who study
journalism, discourse and pragmatics to make use of the analysis of findings. Although these techniques were found
with respect to Persian headlines, they can still be applied to other languages.
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